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ABSTRACT
PDF files have proved to be excellent malicious-code bearing
vectors. Thanks to their flexible logical structure, an attack
can be hidden in several ways, and easily deceive protection
mechanisms based on file-type filtering. Recent work showed
that malicious PDF files can be accurately detected by an-
alyzing their logical structure, with excellent results. In this
paper, we present and practically demonstrate a novel eva-
sion technique, called reverse mimicry, that can easily defeat
such kind of analysis. We implement it using real samples
and validate our approach by testing it against various PDF
malware detectors proposed so far. Finally, we highlight the
importance of developing systems robust to adversarial at-
tacks and propose a framework to strengthen PDF malware
detection against evasion.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
D.4.6 [Software]: Operating Systems—Security and Pro-
tection; I.2.6 [Computing Methodologies]: Artificial In-
telligence—Learning

Keywords
Machine Learning; PDF Malware Detection; Detection Eva-
sion; Reverse Mimicry

1. INTRODUCTION
PDF files bearing malicious content have been harming

computer systems for more than four years, and in 2010 they
have been considered one of the most dangerous threats [15].
From an attacker point of view, the PDF format is an ex-
tremely flexible code-bearing vector. It is possible to embed
different types of attacks, such as sophisticated JavaScript

and ActionScript code [28, 27], as well as malicious files
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of different type, such as EXE files, and malicious PDF files
themselves [37]. Moreover, the structure of the PDF for-
mat allows an attacker to hide these attacks in a number
of different ways, e.g., by employing encryption, or obfusca-
tion techniques [36, 12]. Finally, malicious PDF files may
also exploit specific vulnerabilities of the reader application,
such as Adobe Reader [2] or Foxit [13]. As a consequence,
PDF documents constitute a natural, simple way of devising
polymorphic attacks. To cope with attack polymorphism,
machine learning approaches have attracted researchers for
their ability to learn from examples. To date, machine learn-
ing techniques have been also proposed for the analysis of
PDF files. State-of-the-art machine learning approaches for
malicious PDF detection basically rely on static detection
techniques. The analysis is typically performed by mea-
suring features related either to the JavaScript code em-
bedded in the PDF file, or to the structure of PDF files,
such as the number of specific keywords, the number of
lowercase/uppercase characters, the number of objects and
streams, etc. [26, 33, 20, 24, 40]. Such techniques claim
to detect different kinds of maliciousness, because they are
agnostic with respect to the way an attack is embedded.

As a matter of fact, malicious PDFs typically do not con-
tain any readable document, and their structure is quite dif-
ferent from the one observed in benign PDF files, created for
exchanging information in a standard format. This allows
attackers to devise lightweight PDFs that can easily spread
through the Internet (e.g., by means of spam techniques),
infecting personal computers as well as mobile devices. For
this reason, structural detection techniques showed excellent
performance in detecting malicious PDF files. However, we
observe that, as soon as such techniques are adopted in real-
world deployment, the behavior of attackers may rapidly
change to evade them. Now, a natural question arises. Do
malicious PDFs always show structural differences with re-
spect to benign files? Is it possible to evade detection by
creating malicious PDFs that mimic the structure of benign
files (i.e. mimicry attacks)? A theoretical study of such
mimicry attacks has been presented in recent works [33, 40].
However, it is still not clear how to devise such evasion at-
tacks in practice, through real PDF samples. In addition, it
is not clear how difficult this task would be, and how much
such attacks can be effective against state-of-the-art PDF
malware detectors.

In this work, we investigate the above aspects. To this



end, we develop a new attack methodology designed to evade
structural PDF malware detection systems, that we call re-
verse mimicry. Our methodology is simple, yet effective.
We inject malicious content on a legitimate PDF so as to
introduce minimum differences within its structure. Our at-
tack can be easily automated and grants the possibility of a
fast and effective deployment. Moreover, it does not require
knowledge about the learning algorithm attacked, nor about
the structural features employed to characterize a PDF doc-
ument.

In particular, we present three different approaches to im-
plement this attack, that allow creating real samples of mali-
cious PDF files. Reported experiments show that these files
evade detection by state-of-the-art malicious PDF detectors
based on learning-by-example techniques. Quite surpris-
ingly, we found that even those which employ non-structural
features may be evaded, but for different reasons. Finally,
we suggest some approaches to make PDF malware detec-
tion more robust against evasion attacks.

1.1 Contributions
The contributions of this paper can be summarized as

follows:

• we present a novel attack methodology called reverse
mimicry, designed to evade malicious PDF detectors
based on structural analysis;

• we present and experimentally evaluate different tech-
niques to create malicious PDF files according to the
proposed methodology;

• we propose some approaches to improve robustness
against evasion of malicious PDF detection.

1.2 Paper Organization
There are seven more sections beyond this one. In Section

2, we provide the basics of the PDF file format. In Section
3, we discuss the related works. In Section 4, we provide a
description of how structural systems work, along with the
differences with the other tools. In Section 5, we describe the
reverse mimicry attack, as well as three different methodo-
logies to implement this attack. Furthermore, we illustrate
how certain types of detectors can be immediately evaded by
this attack. In Section 6 we test our attack and its variants
against recently developed systems. In Section 7 we provide
an explanation of possible countermeasures against evasion
attacks, such as those described in this paper. Section 8
closes the paper with the conclusions.

2. PDF BASICS
A PDF file is a hierarchy of objects logically connected

to each other. For the sake of the following discussion, we
will model the PDF file structure as composed by four basic
parts [11]: Objects, File Structure, Document Structure,
and Content Streams.

2.1 Objects
Objects are divided into indirect objects, i.e., objects refer-

enced by a number (and that are used by the reader to build
its logical structure), and direct objects, i.e., objects that are
not referenced by a number. Basically, PDF objects can be
of eight types:

boolean an object whose value can be True or False.

numeric an object represented by a real or integer number.

string a sequence of literal characters enclosed by parenthe-
sis ( ) or hexadecimal data enclosed by angle brackets
< >.

name a literal sequence of characters starting with /.

array a sequence of objects, between square brackets [ ].

dictionary a sequence of pairs made up of a keyword (name
object) and a value (it could be boolean, numeric, an-
other keyword, or an array). They are enclosed be-
tween << and >>.

stream a special dictionary object between the keywords
stream and endstream. It is used to store stream data
such as images, text, script code, and it can be com-
pressed using special filters.

null an empty object represented by the keyword null.

2.2 File Structure
The File Structure determines how objects are accessed

and updated inside the PDF file. Each PDF file is composed
by four parts:

header a line which gives information on the PDF version
used by the file.

body it is the main portion of the file, and contains all the
PDF objects.

cross-reference table it indicates the position of every in-
direct object in memory.

trailer it gives relevant information about the root object
and number of revisions made to the document.

2.3 Document Structure
The Document Structure specifies how objects are used to

represent several parts of the PDF document, such as pages,
font, animations and so on. It describes the hierarchy of the
objects in the body of the PDF file. The main object in the
hierarchy is the catalog object, represented by a dictionary.
Most of the indirect objects in a PDF file are dictionaries.
Each page of the document is a page object, which contains
also the references to the other objects that are part of that
page. The position of the catalog dictionary is marked by
the /Root name object located in the trailer.

2.4 Content Streams
Content Streams are stream objects containing a sequence

of instructions which describe the appearance of the page
and the graphical entity. Although they are defined as ob-
jects, they are conceptually different from the objects repre-
senting the document structure. The instructions can also
refer to other indirect objects which contain information
about the resources adopted by the stream.

The logical structure can be really complex, since there
are a number of degrees of freedom in establishing references
between objects. Moreover, with the exception of linearized
files, the order of objects inside the file is fully arbitrary.
Figure 1 shows an example of the PDF structure.



trailer	  
<<	  /Size	  19	  /Root	  13	  0	  R	  /Info	  1	  0	  R	  /ID	  
[	  <5b29b4f2383461270572fa1071758f30>	  
<5b29b4f2383461270572fa1071758f30>	  ]	  >>	  
startxref	  
141413	  

13	  0	  obj	  
<<	  /Type	  /Catalog	  /Pages	  3	  0	  R	  >>	  
endobj	  

3	  0	  obj	  
<<	  /Type	  /Pages	  /MediaBox	  [0	  0	  612	  792]	  /
Count	  1	  /Kids	  [	  2	  0	  R	  ]	  >>	  
endobj	  

0000141116	  00000	  n	  	  
0000141168	  00000	  n	  	  

%PDF-‐1.3	  

…	  

…	  

…	  

Header	  

Body	  

Xref	  Table	  

Trailer	  

Reference	  to	  Root	  

Root	  Object	  

Reference	  to	  Object	  3	  	  

Figure 1: An example of the PDF structure

Usually, it is not possible to modify objects within the
file, once they got their memory reference inside the cross-
reference table. In order to do so, a new version of an object
must be created and added after the trailer, together with a
new trailer and a new cross-reference table. That is, original
objects are preserved inside the file. This procedure is also
called version update.

3. RELATED WORK
The first approaches based on machine learning for ma-

licious PDF detection proposed static analysis on the raw
(byte-level) document, by means of n-gram analysis [25, 32]
and decision trees [38]. Anyway, these approaches were not
really tailored to PDF files, but designed to analyze files in
very different formats such as doc, exe, etc. Whereas raw
analysis may detect many malware “implementations” be-
sides malicious PDFs, it is not robust against modern obfus-
cation techniques, such as AES encryption [12], or different
attack techniques, such as Return Oriented Programming,
Heap Spraying or JIT Spraying [17, 29, 16].

To address the evolution in malware propagation through
documents in PDF format, subsequent works focused on the
analysis of embedded JavaScript code. A number of solu-
tions for the detection of malicious JavaScript code have
been proposed to date in the context of web security. For
instance, Jsand [19], Cujo [31], Zozzle [21], Prophiler [18]
are well-known tools for the dynamic and static analysis of
JavaScript code. These tools are often employed by systems
designed to identify threats embedded in different document
formats.
Wepawet [10], a framework for the analysis of web-based

threats, relies on JSand to analyze JavaScript code within
PDF files. Jsand [19] adopts HtmlUnit1, a Java-based brow-
ser simulator, and Mozilla’s Rhino2 to extract behavioral
features related to the execution of JavaScript code. A sta-
tistical classifier is trained on a representative sample of be-
nign code, and malicious code is spot by detecting anoma-
lous patterns.

1http://htmlunit.sourceforge.net
2http://www.mozilla.org/rhino/

A similar approach is adopted by MalOffice [22]. MalOf-

fice uses pdftk3 to extract JavaScript code, and CWSand-

box [41] to analyze the code behavior: code classification is
carried out by a set of rules. CWSandbox has also been used to
classify general malware behavior [30]. MDScan [39] follows a
different approach as malicious behavior is detected through
Nemu, a tool able to intercept memory-injected shellcode. A
very similar idea, but with a different implementation, has
been developed in ShellOS [34].

Dynamic detection by the execution of JavaScript code in
a virtual environment may be time consuming and compu-
tationally expensive, and it is prone to evasion by a clever
attacker that leverage on different implementations of the
JavaScript engine used by the PDF reader, and by the code
analyzer [39]. To reduce computational costs, PJScan [24]
proposed a fully static lexical analysis of JavaScript code by
training a statistical classifier on malicious files. Latest re-
search work developed Malware Slayer [26] and PDFRate [33,
6], two malware detectors based on machine learning for
PDF structural analysis. Such solutions do not specifically
analyze malicious code within PDF files, but they rely on
structural patterns to discriminate malicious from benign
files. While Malware Slayer mainly focuses on name ob-
jects, PDFRate tries to retrieve as much information as pos-
sible on the PDF structure (number of objects, streams,
lowercase/uppercase letters, etc.). Both tools have shown
very high detection rate with low false positives rate. In
2013, an approach similar to Malware Slayer has been pro-
posed by adopting the hierarchical sequence of name objects
as features [40]. It is worth noting that a number of tools
are also available for the analysis of PDF documents, such
as Pdf Tools [5], PeePDF [7] and Origami [4]. Although they
are not designed to detect malicious PDF files, they extract
useful information on the file structure and content that can
be used for classification. For example, the number of indi-
rect objects, how objects are distributed and connected to
each other, etc.

4. TECHNIQUES FOR DETECTING MALI-
CIOUS PDF FILES

As mentioned in Section 3, in the past years there has
been an increased interest in developing machine learning
approaches for malicious PDF files detection. Basically, the
two main approaches to generic malware detection, namely,
dynamic and static analysis, are also applied to the detection
of malicious PDF files.
Wepawet [10, 19] implements a dynamic analysis. It ex-

tracts JavaScript code from PDF files, executes it in a sand-
box, and extracts specific features from the run-time exe-
cution. This tool is also able to analyze JavaScript code
extracted from other sources, such as malicious web pages.

In order to improve accuracy and time response, recent
tools focus on the static analysis of PDF files. These tools
can be subdivided into two categories:

1. malicious JavaScript detectors. These tools look for
specific PDF objects that contain JavaScript code and
analyze their content. The features adopted by these
tools are related to characteristics of JavaScript code.
For example, the frequency of specific tokens, or the
presence of specific functions, such as unescape.

3http://www.pdflabs.com/tools/pdftk-the-pdf-
toolkit
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Figure 2: A conceptual structure of the mimicry
attack

2. malicious structure detectors. These tools analyze the
internal structure of a PDF file without analyzing ex-
ecutable code within the file. For instance, features
can be related to raw object keywords within the PDF
or to lowercase and uppercase characters. These tools
assume structural differences between malicious and
benign files, caused by the presence of malicious con-
tent.

PjScan [24] is a tool which applies the first methodol-
ogy. It extract lexical features from JavaScript code. For
example, it analyzes the frequency of specific tokens such
as +, (, etc., and looks for suspicious functions such as un-

escape, eval. Using these features, a one-class SVM classifier
is trained.
Malware Slayer [26], on the contrary, adopts the second

methodology. It selects, thanks to a clustering process, the
most frequent name objects in malicious and benign files.
It then adopts their frequencies as features to train a random

forest classifier. This tool relies on the assumption that the
frequency of the name objects is somewhat related to the
maliciousness of the file. A similar approach has been pro-
posed in 2013 [40] by considering, as features, the presence
of specific sequences of name objects obtained by parsing
the logical tree of the file.
PDFRate [33, 6], like Malware Slayer, performs a struc-

tural analysis of a PDF file, but it has a more extensive num-
ber of features, compared to Slayer. An example of these
features can be the number of stream markers, the number
of dot characters, and so on. Besides doing a distinction
between malicious and benign, this tool also distinguishes
malicious samples between targeted, whose payload directly
implements the attack that is executed on the victim system,
and opportunistic, whose payload downloads other malicious
content from the Internet.

5. EVADING MALICIOUS PDF DETECTORS
BASED ON STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS

5.1 Overview
Machine learning systems aimed at detecting malicious

PDF files by analyzing the file structure, have been recently

Malicious	  	  
Region	  

Benign	  	  
Region	  

Decision	  
Boundary	  

Figure 3: An example of mimicry attack

proposed. They rely on extracting a set of structural fea-
tures according to the Adobe PDF standard [11]. Such fea-
tures are not directly related to specific vulnerabilities or
characteristics of the embedded malicious code, but, more
in general, they are related to elements that are part of the
general PDF file structure. Examples of structural features
are the number of keywords [26], their distribution based
on the logical tree of the file [40], or more general properties
such as the number of lowercase or uppercase characters [33].
The reason why these systems are exceptionally good at de-
tecting malicious samples is that malware in-the-wild shows
an evident structural difference with respect to benign files.

5.2 The Mimicry Attack
While a benign PDF file is usually generated by an off-

the-shelf production tool, which creates a series of objects
that are not particularly useful to an attacker (for example,
the /Font related objects that describe how the characters
will appear on the screen), a malicious PDF sample can
be obtained by creating specific objects through low-level
tools such as Python libraries [14, 8]. Of course, the latter
approach is more feasible for an attacker, as it grants a better
control of the PDF contents.

Smutz and Šrndić [33, 40] theoretically investigated the
possibility of a mimicry attack. In the analysis performed
by Smutz et al., an attacker exactly knows what are the
most N (where N is a number much lower than the total
number of structural features) discriminant features used
by the classifier. They extract an average estimate of the
features values used in a benign file set. Finally, they modify
the specific features of a malicious sample to match those
determined before. In the approach adopted by Šrndić, the
malicious sample is modified to match the most “benign”
sample in the attacker dataset (i.e. the sample with the
lowest classification score). The feature values can only be
incremented and the choice of the feature to be changed
depends on the type of classifier adopted (assuming that the
attacker perfectly knows its model). Figures 2 and 3 show a
graphical structure of the mimicry attack.

Let us assume, for the sake of simplicity, that patterns
representing PDF files are represented as points in a 2D
plane, and that malicious PDF (represented as red dots) are
separated from benign PDF files (blue dots) by a line. Per-
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Figure 4: Conceptual structure of the reverse
mimicry attack
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Figure 5: An example of reverse mimicry attack

forming a mimicry attack translates into moving red dots in
the direction of the arrows, so that malicious samples are
represented in a way similar to the benign ones. The length
and direction of the arrow depends on the effort needed to
transform a malicious PDF into a benign one from the point
of view of the learning algorithm. This approach, though,
does not guarantee an effective attack, as an attacker has
to guess a reasonable model of benign samples based on the
knowledge of the learning algorithm, and the features used.
This means that, if an attacker makes a wrong guess, the
sample can go farther from the benign region. Moreover,
the changes that the attacker should do to the feature val-
ues might be impossible to be done concretely, due to some
limitations in operating with PDF data. For example, re-
moving data from the file might be a non feasible operation,
as it can, for example, completely break the tree or the
Xref table, making the file not readable anymore. For this
reason, the approach proposed by Smutz et al. has been
kept theoretical only.

5.3 Reverse Mimicry
In the case of attacks carried by PDF files, we believe

Benign Sample! Malicious Sample!

Figure 6: Changes in root object structure and
memory allocation from a benign to a malicious sam-
ple

that a structural detection model can be evaded by reverse
mimicry attacks. The rationale behind the reverse mimicry
attack is the following. Instead of manipulating a malicious
sample to mimic benign patterns, we propose to manipulate
a benign file to make it malicious, with minimum structural
differences. Figures 4 and 5 show an example analogous to
Figures 3 and 2. The recognized benign samples are poi-
soned by the introduction of a malicious payload (the initial
benign samples are in clear blue). This operation may de-
termine a variation of some features that make the sample
closer to the malicious region. However, we will show that
this variation can be very limited: the new malicious sam-
ples may not cross the boundary of the decision region, thus
bypassing the detection system.

This process is relatively easy to be implemented in PDF
files, because of their particular standard. In the following,
we will describe three possible ways of implementing this
attack.

5.3.1 EXE Embedding
As described in Section 2, when an existing PDF object

is edited without rewriting the entire file, a new version is
added after its trailer. This version has a new trailer which
defines the main object (root) of the PDF tree. In other
words, with a new version, it is possible to completely re-
draw the tree of a PDF file. However, if there are compressed
data, removing the previous version or its objects from the
file can be a difficult operation: there are strict boundaries
indicated by the Xref table. Indeed, when new objects are
added, their related Xref table values are included as well.
This means that adding structural features is really easy
but, on the contrary, removing them can be quite complex.
We added a new version of the file containing a malicious
embedded EXE payload, by using the Social Engineering

Toolkit (SET) [9]. In this version, a new root object is
added, so that the new trailer will point to this new object.
Figure 6 shows the changes between the root object in the
benign sample and the one in the malicious sample (embed-
ded in the second version) and the trailer, respectively, for
the benign and the malicious file. As it can be seen from the
picture, a new object called Names is added and the OpenAc-



Version 0: 

Figure 7: Differences between the beginning of the
trees in benign and malicious sample

tion object is changed from 176 to 182. Those two objects
are usually related to actions such as code execution or, for
benign files, the filling of a form. Needless to say, the pres-
ence of these objects make the file more suspicious, but it
does not constitute a proof of maliciousness by itself. Figure
7 better explains the changes introduced by the new version
to the logical tree.

Object 182 contains the JavaScript keyword, which au-
tomatically4 triggers a launch action on the embedded file,
described by the keyword EmbeddedFiles, which is finally
contained inside the stream 181. This is also known as the
CVE-2010-1240 vulnerability, and it was discovered by Di-
dier Stevens. Mr. Stevens has also implemented a way to
make an application be launched inside a PDF without us-
ing JavaScript [35]. It is not important to explain any single
detail of how the vulnerability can be exploited. The reason
why this vulnerability is interesting, although not being very
recent (indeed, this attack will not work on Adobe Reader

X), is that it is a clear (and concrete, as we have generated
real samples) proof-of-concept of the effectiveness of the re-
verse mimicry attack.

5.3.2 PDF Embedding
A limit of the attack we have just described is that it is

related to an old vulnerability, and therefore, even if it is
able to evade structural analysis techniques, it might not
work in patched Adobe Reader versions (specifically, after
the 9.3). However, the PDF standard supports the embed-
ding of other file formats apart from the EXE one (whose
automatic execution is currently banned by Adobe). In par-
ticular, the most interesting format is the PDF one itself. In-
deed, it is possible to embed a PDF file inside another one, so
that the embedded file is automatically opened without user
interaction. Therefore, it is possible to embed a malicious
file inside a benign one. Interestingly for our purposes, there
are no restrictions on the file that can be embedded: it can
contain JavaScript, Flash code, etc. Such samples can be
automatically built using the embedding function provided
by the PeePDF tool [7]. To improve the obfuscation of an
embedded file, PeePDF can embed the file in a compressed
stream. This means that, in order to retrieve the features of
the embedded file, the parser should be able to decompress
the stream by applying the correct filter. This can give a
strong advantage against raw parsers which do not decom-
press objects contained inside a PDF file. Figure 8 shows

4That is, without user interaction.

Figure 8: An example of a PDF embedded object

an example of a typical PDF file embedded object. As it
can be seen, the keyword EmbeddedFile (along with some
others) is added to the carrier file. This is a clear marker
that an embedded file is contained inside the carrier. Again,
the presence of such a keyword may make the file more sus-
picious, but it does not constitute a proof of maliciousness
by itself. The couple of keys Filter and FlateDecode, fol-
lowed by the stream, means that the embedded object is
compressed with the FlateDecode filter. This simple ap-
proach may completely bypass simple parsers such as PdfID
[5], that are not able to decompress object streams. There-
fore, accurate parsers are fundamental in order to retrieve
useful information about embedded content. Even if a parser
is able to decompress object streams, embedding a PDF file
allows a fine-grain control on the structural features of the
carrier file. For example, we can carefully choose what struc-
tural features are injected, depending also on the vulnera-
bility that is exploited by the malicious sample. In other
terms, PDF embedding allows devising reverse mimicry at-
tacks that exploit a wide spectrum of vulnerabilities, even
those that affect the latest versions of PDF readers.

5.3.3 JavaScript Injection
Most of malicious PDF files adopt JavaScript code [24] to

exploit vulnerabilities in the reader application. Smutz et
al. showed that there are basically two types of JavaScript
code that can be used: one type that, along with the code
to exploit the vulnerability, includes the payload used for the
attack and the other one that relies to other objects in the
file, or to external malicious links, to download malicious
code [33]. The best way to perform a reverse mimicry at-
tack is to encapsulate a malicious JavaScript code that does
not contain references to other objects. This is because only
one object will be added to the PDF tree and, consequently,
a minimum variation over the structure of the root (benign)
file is introduced. Furthermore, a single object addition is
much faster and more feasible for an attacker than a com-
plicated obfuscation process. An interesting characteristic
of JavaScript injection is that no new version is added: the
whole tree is completely rewritten. This causes little mod-
ifications in the reference to the tree structure: the whole
structure is substantially the same, and this leads to little
variations of the PDF pattern in the feature space. Figure
9 shows an example of this specific attack, that can be eas-
ily built using specific Python libraries [14]. As it can be
seen, a JavaScript object is added, and the JavaScript code



Figure 9: An example of an injected JavaScript ob-
ject and how the Catalog object is changed conse-
quently
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Figure 10: A conceptual representation of the layers

is inserted after the JS keyword (the one in the Figure was
cut for space reason). It is also possible to observe how the
Catalog object is changed. The reference marked by 93 0

R has been added in order for the code to be executed in-
dependently from the presence of other objects within the
PDF file.

5.4 Systems Weaknesses
The reason why the reverse mimicry, along with its vari-

ants, is so effective against Machine Learning systems, is
easily deducible by observing the parts of the PDF file on
which the detection systems focus. Figure 10 shows a con-
ceptual representation of the layers on which systems such as
PJScan, Malware Slayer and PDFRate calibrate their anal-
ysis.

Generally speaking, we can distinguish three types of lay-
ers:

• Standard Objects (STO) Layer: objects that are not
related to external actions (such as execution of code).

Malicious	  Code	  	  	  	  	  Benign	  Code	  

	  PDF	  FILE	  A	   	  PDF	  FILE	  A	  

	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  PDF	  FILE	  B	  

INJECTION	  PROCESS	   INJECTION	  PROCESS	  

	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  PDF	  FILE	  M	  

	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  CLASSIFIER	  

	  SAME	  LABEL	  AS	  FILE	  M	   	  SAME	  LABEL	  AS	  FILE	  B	  

Figure 11: An example of evasion of systems that
extract features from STO and SUO layers

They can, however, contain references to suspicious or
malicious objects.

• Suspicious Objects (SUO) Layer: objects that are re-
lated to external actions (such as code execution, forms,
etc.). In this category there are objects that can con-
tain, for example, keywords such as Acroform, Names,
JavaScript, etc.

• Malicious code or Embedded Files (CE) Layer: this
layer describes codes or embedded files contained inside
suspicious objects. It is the point in which the real
attack is contained, therefore, in this representation,
it is considered the most internal layer.

Malware Slayer [26] only extracts information from the
STO and the SUO layers. The injection, for example, of Java-
Script, introduces small changes in both layers. The clas-
sifier can see this variation in terms of suspicious objects.
However, objects in SUO layer do not necessarily contain
malicious code. Indeed, if there is a code inside the sus-
picious object, it might also be benign. Therefore, there
might be a benign file with a suspicious distribution of the
objects in the STO and SUO layers. Now, let us consider
a malicious and a benign JavaScript code: suppose that
these codes are injected inside the same PDF file, therefore
obtaining two files, one malicious and one benign. Given a
set of features related to STO and SUO layers only, the two
files would be indistinguishable from each other. Figure 11
shows a graphical representation of this behavior.

Of course, the same approach is valid when an embedded
file is used instead of code. PJScan [24], on the contrary,
does not suffer from this issue, as its features are mainly ex-
tracted from the CE layer. However, the tool only analyzes
JavaScript code, and therefore it could be easily evaded by
a sample carrying other malicious content, such as Action-

Script code, EXE Payloads, etc.

6. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION
To assess the efficacy of reverse mimicry attacks, we im-

plemented the three attack variants presented in Section 5.3,



Table 1: Efficacy of EXEembed, PDFembed, JSinject evasion techniques against six PDF malware detection tools

Detector EXEembed PDFembed JSinject

PJScan evaded (-/.317) evaded (-/-) detected (-/.905)
PDFRate Contagio evaded (.002/.069) evaded (0/.008) evaded (0/.148)
PDFRate George Mason evaded (0/.162) evaded (0/0) evaded (0/.013)
PDFRate Community evaded (.001/.2) evaded (.008/.024) evaded (0/.125)
Malware Slayer evaded (0/.08) evaded (0/0) evaded (0/.08)
Wepawet - - -

namely, EXE Payload embedding —EXEembed—, PDF em-
bedding —PDFembed—, JavaScript injection —JSinject—
and tested them against various PDF malware detectors pro-
posed so far, namely, Wepawet (online tool) [10], PJScan [24],
Malware Slayer [26] and PDFRate [33]. More precisely, we
tested three online versions of PDFRate differing each other
on the data source employed for training: Contagio, George
Mason and Community version5.
PJScan and Malware Slayer have been trained on a data-

set composed by 5993 malicious samples retrieved from the
Contagio repository [1], that is, the same data source em-
ployed by PDFRate Contagio. For Malware Slayer, 5591

benign files collected automatically using the Yahoo search
API [42] have also been adopted. Each attack variant has
been built starting from a randomly-chosen benign file6, that
we call as root. In particular we built the attacks as follows:

• EXEembed: we embedded a Zeus EXE payload which
implements a simple type of compression;

• PDFembed: we embedded a PDF file containing malicious
JavaScript code that implements the CVE-2009-4324

vulnerability. The embedded file is opened automat-
ically (without user interaction) as soon as the root

file is opened.

• JSinject: we injected the same JavaScript code em-
ployed for PDFembed in the root file; we recall that this
task does not require an addition of a version on the
file.

For each PDF malware detector we verified that such a
root file was indeed correctly labelled as benign. For those
detectors that provide also a maliciousness score, we com-
puted how much such score changed before and after the
attack implementation, i.e., we computed the score of the
root file, as well as the score of the PDF attack instance
built upon it. This task allowed us to evaluate the sen-
sitivity of each detector with respect to a certain evasion
technique.

Table 1 shows a summary of evasion results. For each
detector we indicate whether an evasion attack is successful
(evaded, in bold) or not (detected). Between parentheses,

5More details are available at https://www.csmutz.com/
pdfrate/data.
6We performed this operation multiple times, with differ-
ent benign files. In all runs, we were able to get the
same results in terms of evasion success (with slightly dif-
ferent score). For simplicity, we report only the results
attained by attacks built in the first run. Such reverse
mimicry attacks, together with the associated root files, can
be downloaded at https://dl.dropbox.com/u/65430791/
ASIACCSSamples.zip. Open them at your own risk!

when available, we indicate root and attack score, sepa-
rated by a /. The maliciousness score ranges from 0 to 1,
and an ideal detector should assign high values for attack in-
stances and very low values to benign samples. As it can be
seen from Table 1, the reverse mimicry attacks are incred-
ibly effective against all PDF detectors. Almost all PDF
detectors assign a relatively low score to the three attack
instances, and are thus successfully evaded. More precisely,
all detectors which adopt structural analysis, i.e., PDFRate
and Malware Slayer are successfully evaded, whereas PJS-

can is evaded by both EXEembed and PDFembed, but it is able
to detect JSinject. In fact, this behavior is quite reason-
able, because as explained in Section 5, PJScan operates at
the CE layer, and therefore its features are not influenced by
the structural injection operated by reverse mimicry attacks.
More in detail, PJScan does not provide a score for the root

file, since it does not contain JavaScript. Moreover, PJScan
does not provide a score for PDFembed, because such detec-
tor is not able to analyze JavaScript code within embedded
PDF files, due to a limitation of its file parsing mechanism.

An analogous result has been obtained with Wepawet. From
Wepawet we were unable to get any detection result, because
our attacks systematically raised internal errors. On the
other hand, the detector was indeed active, because we were
able to analyze benign PDFs7 as well as malicious PDFs
taken from the Contagio repository [1]. As a consequence,
we speculate that Wepawet was unable to analyze our attacks
due to some parsing error caused by our deliberate PDF
manipulation. In a recent work, Jana and Shmatikov [23]
showed that such kind of errors are pretty common in mal-
ware detectors, and actually represent the weakest link of
malware defense.

Finally, we would like to discuss a particularly interesting
finding, related to the JSinject attack. An attack instance
containing the same JavaScript code can be built automat-
ically through the Metasploit framework [3]. However, do-
ing so would make this attack detectable by all PDF mal-
ware detectors. There is a good reason for this, since this
attack instance contains both structural and code differences
with respect to benign files. This aspects highlights once
more the efficacy of the reverse mimicry evasion strategy.

7. COUNTERMEASURES
Experimental results presented in Section 6 clearly show

that, even if PDF malware detectors are able to accurately
detect malware in-the-wild, they may miserably fail against
simple, yet effective evasion techniques such as the reverse
mimicry attack described in Section 5. While such an attack
has been specifically developed against detectors based on

7Wepawet classified correctly the root file, but no malicious-
ness score was available.



PDF structural analysis, we found it to be effective against
tools that operate at CE layer, due to errors in the parsing
process. In other terms, current PDF malware detectors are
weak against adversarial attacks. We identify two main key
points for improving state-of-the-art solutions: (1) accuracy
of the file parsing process; (2) robustness of the feature set
against evasion.

The first of issue is directly related to all embedding at-
tacks. The parsing process should (a) be aware of the PDF
versioning mechanism, (b) identify and extract all embed-
ded content. This way, embedded content can be thoroughly
analyzed as a different entity by a content-specific detector.
For instance, embedded PDF files can be analyzed by the
same tools used to analyze the root file. Other type of
content, such as SWF or EXE, can be analyzed by other, spe-
cialized tools (e.g., Wepawet). Then, the maliciousness of the
original PDF file can be evaluated as the result of the corre-
lation between the outputs of all these specialized detectors
(e.g., through OR rule).

On the other hand, improving the robustness of the fea-
ture set against evasion is very useful when facing code injec-
tion. In particular, features that involve all layers described
in Section 5, namely, STO, SUO and CE, should be extracted.
CE features should be specifically related to the type of code.
For example, combining a structural system such as Malware
Slayer or PDFRate with a code analyzer such as PjScan may
be a first, simple solution, to improve the robustness of the
analysis.

According to the above discussion, Figure 12 shows a pos-
sible framework that is able to cope with adversarial attacks
against PDF malware detectors. We have realized a simple
implementation of this framework. We have empowered the
parsing process by extracting any embedded content inside
the main PDF, and we have combined the output of Malware
Slayer and PDFRate (structural analysis), PJScan (JS analy-
sis), Wepawet (JS, EXE and SWF analysis) according to an OR
rule8. This allows to thoroughly analyze PDF content and
combine structural and code analysis. Table 2 shows that
such a new framework is able to spot all attacks presented
in Section 6. In the following, for each attack, we provide
a detailed explanation of the operations performed by the
framework:

• EXEembed: our parser successfully extracts the exe-
cutable file, which in turn is analyzed by Wepawet. This
tool raises an alert and correctly identifies the related
exploit.

• PDFembed: our parser successfully extracts the embed-
ded PDF file, as well as the JavaScript within this
file. PJScan, Malware Slayer and PDFRate (all ver-
sions) correctly raise an alert when analyzing the em-
bedded PDF file. Wepawet correctly raises an alert
when analyzing the JavaScript code.

• JSinject: our parser successfully extracts the Java-
Script within this file. PJScan correctly raises an alert
when analyzing the main PDF. Wepawet correctly raises
an alert when analyzing the JavaScript code.

Indeed, the correlation of different detectors can improve
robustness against evasion. However, we observe that it may

8A file is classified malicious if at least one tool classifies the
main PDF file or one of its embedded content, as malicious.
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Figure 12: A possible framework to make ML sys-
tems more robust against adversarial attacks

Table 2: Efficacy of EXEembed, PDFembed, JSinject

evasion techniques against the proposed framework,
which combines different PDF malware detectors us-
ing a OR rule

Attack Alerts Result
EXEmbed Wepawet detected

PDFEmbed PJScan, Wepawet, Mal-

ware Slayer, PDFRate
detected

JSinject PJScan, Wepawet detected

also increase the rate of false alarms. So, there may be
a tradeoff between overall accuracy of the framework and
robustness against evasion. To this end, the choice of base
detectors and correlation rules should be tailored according
to the target tradeoff. A more detailed study of this aspect
is outside the scopes of this work, but it is indeed interesting
for future research activity.

8. CONCLUSIONS
Nowadays, malicious PDF files represent a concrete and

relevant threat. Recent work showed that malicious PDF
files can be accurately detected by analyzing their logical
structure, with excellent results. However, structural analy-
sis can be easily defeated by a skilled attacker, by develop-
ing PDF malware that mimic the structure of benign PDF
documents. In this paper, we practically demonstrated this
claim through the development and the implementation of
a novel attack methodology called reverse mimicry. We im-
plemented it using real PDF malware and validated our ap-
proach by testing it against various PDF malware detectors
proposed so far. Surprisingly, we found that even detectors
which employ non-structural features may be evaded, due
to errors in the file parsing mechanism.

This case study highlights once more the importance of
developing malware detection systems robust to adversarial
attacks. As a countermeasure, we proposed a framework



based on (a) the development of an accurate PDF parsing
mechanism and (b) the correlation of outputs from different
PDF malware detectors. This framework allows detecting
all attack instances implemented in this work, and it is a
promising solution for future research activity.
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